Effects of Glauber gluons in soft collinear factorization, which cause the elastic scattering process between collinear particles, are studied in the frame of soft-collinear effective theory(SCET). Glauber modes are added into the Lagrangian before integrated out, which is helpful in studying on interactions between Glauber gluons and (ultra)soft gluons explicitly. It is proved that effects of interactions after the hard collision cancel out in processes inclusive enough. In these processes, effects of couplings between Glauber gluons and collinear particles cancel out except for that Glauber gluons couple to collinear particles at vertexes adjacent to the final cut or hard vertex. While neglecting couplings between Glauber gluons and soft particles, it is proved that elastic scattering effects between spectators cancel out in processes considered here. Such cancellation is independent of details of couplings involving Glauber gluons in processes without interactions between spectators and active particles except for vertexes at which active particles and spectators are created. Possibility of absorbing Glauber gluon effects into collinear and soft Wilson lines is also discussed.
discussions are restricted to some simple diagrams. More discussions on these topics are necessary for proofs of factorization theorem in SCET. This is the primary motivation of this paper.
It seems convenient to introduce Glauber gluon fields into SCET explicitly before integrating them out. This is helpful in studying on interactions between Glauber gluons and soft(ultrasoft) particles. Especially, it helps us to see origins of leading power effective operators in [26] . Compared to the covariant gauge appearing in [24] [25] [26] , we find it more convenient to work in the Feynman gauge for problems considered in this paper. There are super leading powers in practical diagrams in the Feynman gauge. However, such super leading powers cancel out in physical observables according to the Ward identity [6, 7] . Thus super leading powers in the Feyanman gauge do not disturb us. We discuss infrared power counting for couplings between Glauber gluons and other particles explicitly in this paper.
In hard collisions, there are no more than one physical collinear particles joining the hard subprocess for each jet in leading power [6, 7, 30] . It is convenient to distinguish active particles and spectators in effective action, especially for the case that the active particle is a fermion. In this paper, we define active particles that contract with hard vertex directly. This is compatible with that in [26] . To study elastic scattering effects in soft collinear factorization in inclusive processes, we start from processes without interactions between spectators and active particles except for vertexes at which they are created. We prove that cancellation of elastic scattering effects between spectators is the result of unitarity and independent of details of the scattering. For general case, we prove that such cancellation holds in processes inclusive enough. This is helpful in connecting results in perturbative QCD and those in effective theory. We also discuss active-spectator type and active-active type Glauber gluon effects in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we describe the property of Glauber gluons and add them into SCET action. Power counting for couplings between Glauber gluons and other particles is also presented in this section. In Sec.III, we prove the cancellation of interactions after the hard collision in processes inclusive enough. We also discuss characters of couplings between Glauber gluons and collinear particles in this section. It is proved that effects of these couplings cancel out in processes considered here except for that Glauber gluons couple to collinear gluons at vertexes adjacent to the final cut or hard vertex. In Sec.IV, we consider Glauber gluons exchange between collinear particles. While neglecting couplings between Glauber gluons and soft particles, we prove that effects of elastic scattering between spectators cancel out in processes considered here. We also discuss the possibility of absorbing Glauber gluon effects into Wilson lines of soft gluons and collinear gluons. Our conclusions and some discussions are presented in Sec.V.
II. GLAUBER GLUONS IN SCET
In this section, we introduce Glauber gluon fields into SCET action and study interactions between Glauber gluons and other particles. Glauber gluons take space like momenta and cause elastic scattering between collinear particles. For example, we consider a gluon with momentum scales as,
where Q refreshments a hard energy scale and λ ≪ 1. The gluon is space like as p 2 ∼ −Q 2 λ 2 < 0. Exchanging of such gluon causes elastic scattering between particles collinear to plus and minus direction. We discuss power counting for couplings between Glauber gluons and other particles in this section. Results in this section are compatible with those in [26] and make our discussions in our following sections more clear.
For propagation of particles collinear to
(1, n), which is light like, the modes related to the problem and power counting for them in the Feyanman gauge are presented in Table I [9, 10, 26] ,
To obtain the power counting for Glauber gluon fields, we consider the propagator of Glauber gluon in the Feynman gauge,
Momentum of the Glauber gluon scale as (n · k,n · k, k n⊥ ) ∼ Q(λ 2 , λ b , λ) and the integral volume scale as d given that ξ is not too large. For future 1 In [9, 10] , authors work in covariant gauge,
where ξ is the gauge parameter. Power counting for the field An reads (n · An,p,n · An,p, A n,pn⊥ ) ∼ (λ 2 , 1, λ). It is required that 1 − ξ is not too small to get this result. While working in the Feynman gauge, there are super leading power terms involving n · An,p in SCET Lagrangian. This does not disturb us as n · An,p andn · An,p appear in pairs in practical diagrams. modes fields momenta scales (n · p,n · p, p n⊥ ) infrared power counting Collinear quarks ξn,p (1, n) and power counting for them in the Feyanman gauge, wheren µ = 1 √ 2
(1, − n) and n · p n⊥ =n · p = n · A n,pn⊥ =n · A n,pn⊥ = 0.
covalence, we present here the power counting for fermions with momenta scales as (
which reads λ 3+b 2 .
A. Power counting for couplings between Glauber gluons and other particles
In this subsection, we consider interactions between Glauber gluons and other particles. We first consider couplings between Glauber gluons and ultrasoft gluons. According to table I, power counting for ultrasoft gluon and Glauber gluon reads λ 3 , λ 2 and λ
Integral volumes of these couplings scale as d
In couplings between Glauber gluons and ultrasoft gluons, there are at least two Glauber gluons and one ultrsoft gluon. Infrared power counting for combination of these fields reads λ 4+b . There is an additional gluon field or momentum operator in these couplings according to Lorentz invariance. Infrared power counting for the additional gluon field reads λ
That of the momentum operator reads λ or λ 2 . Thus infrared power counting for these couplings reads λ r , where
That is to say, infrared power counting for these couplings reads λ or higher. For couplings between Glauber gluons and ultrasoft fermions, the situation is similar. Integral volumes of these couplings scale as d 4 x ∼ Q −4 λ −4−b . In these couplings there are at least one ultrasoft fermion, one Glauber gluon and one fermion with momentum scales as (n · k,n · k, k n⊥ ) ∼ Q(λ 2 , λ b , λ). According to Table I and previous texts, infrared power counting for these fields reads λ 3 , λ respectively. Momenta of these fields are quite small and there are not energy scale which may produce minus power of λ. Thus infrared power counting for these couplings reads λ For couplings between Glauber gluon fields A nG and An G , which involves soft gluons, the integral volume scales as d
There are not least two Glauber gluons and one soft gluon in these couplings. Infrared power counting for combination of these fields reads λ 3+b = λ 4 . There is an additional gluon field or momentum operator in these couplings according to Lorentz invariance. Power clouting for the gluon field reads λ
That of the momentum operator reads λ or λ 2 . Thus power counting for these couplings reads λ or higher.
For couplings between Glauber gluon fields A nG and soft gluons without Glauber gluon fields An G , the integral volume scales as d 4 x ∼ Q −4 λ −4 . In these couplings, there are at least two soft gluons and one Glauber gluon. Infrared power counting for combination of these fields reads λ (1, − n).
these fields reads λ Our results in this subsection are presented in Table II .
B. Leading power Lagrangian including Glauber gluons
We consider leading power SCET Lagrangian including Glauber gluon fields in this subsection. There are two kings of SCET Lagrangian in literature, SCET I and SCET II , which are suitable for studies on different observables. We do not distinguish here. For simplicity, we neglect couplings involving ultrasoft particles and couplings between Glauber gluons without soft gluons at first.
We start from a Glauber gluon A nG which couple to particles collinear to n µ . Power counting for such coupling reads λ b 2 −1 according to results in Table II . The other end of the Glauber gluon may couple to ultrasoft particles, Glauber gluons, soft particles or particles collinear to other directions. If the Glauber gluon couple to particles collinear to other directions at that end, then power counting for that coupling reads λ There may be suppressed powers of λ in practical diagrams even if these diagrams involve only leading order couplings as shown in [26] . This does not disturbs us here as we concern only power counting for effective couplings in this paper.
latter case, in which b = 1, the other end of A nG involves a Glauber gluon of the type An G . If the other end of An G couple to particles collinear ton µ , then final power counting for these couplings reads λ
If the other end of An G couple to soft particles, then we can repeat the procedure and get the same result. In conclusion, the final power counting for these couplings reads λ 0 if there are not couplings between Glauber gluons and soft particles.
If a Glauber gluon is exchanged between soft particles, the power counting for combination of couplings at the two ends of the diagram reads, λ b ≥ λ 1 . We notice that minus power of λ can only be produced by couplings between glauber gluons and collinear particles. Thus combination of couplings involve Glauber gluons power suppressed except for that couplings between glauber gluons and collinear particles are involved.
We then consider couplings involving ultrasoft particles and couplings between Glauber gluons without soft gluons. Power counting for couplings between Glauber gluons and ultrasoft particles reads λ 1 or λ 3/2 . Power counting for couplings between Glauber gluons without soft gluons reads λ b 2 .
3 According to analyses in above paragraphs, combination of other couplings involving Glauber gluons does not produce minus powers of λ. Thus couplings involving ultrasoft particles and couplings between Glauber gluons without soft gluons are power suppressed.
According to above discussions, we see that:(1)Glauber gluons are exchanged between collinear particles and soft particles or between collinear particles at leading power;(2)there may be intermediate couplings between Glauber gluons and soft particles in these exchanges at leading power;(3)couplings between Glauber gluons and ultrasoft particles are power suppressed;(4)couplings between Glauber gluons without soft gluons are power suppressed. This is compatible with results in [26] .
The leading power effective action can then be written as,
where ξ n,p , A n,p , c n,p (ghost) are collinear fields with momenta p, ψ s,p and A s,p are soft fields with momenta p, ψ us 3 One should not be confused with the possible fractional power in this coupling. There are other powers of λ in diagrams involving this coupling. For example, one consider the coupling between three Glauber gluons of the type A nG . Two of them connect to a fermion collinear to n µ and one of them collinear ton µ . At leading power, two of them are of the typen · A G and one of them is of the type n · A G in the coupling between these three Glauber gluons. According to Lorentz covariance, there is momentum term of the type n · k ∼ λ 2 instead of the type k ⊥ ∼ λ, which is produced by the coupling between the three Glauber gluons. Thus power counting for combination of these couplings reads λ
and A us are ultrasoft fields and
summation over the collinear and soft momenta is understood implicitly. Some power suppressed terms tare added into the actio to maintain gauge covariance. We see that diagrams involving A nG (k) rely on n · k through various propagators and vertexes involving A nG (k) are independent of n · k at leading power. This is crucial in our following discussions.
III. ELASTIC SCATTERING EFFECTS IN HADRON COLLISIONS
In this section we consider elastic scattering effects in process inclusive enough. The hard subprocess is caused by a hard vertex, which is denoted as J(x). For example, the hard electromagnetic vertex in SCET II takes the form [26] ,
where W n and Wn are Wilson lines of collinear gluons, S n and Sn are Wilson lines of soft gluons. Processes considered here can be written as,
or
with P 3 + P 4 = q, where H 1 and H 2 represent with momenta P andP , l + l − (q) represents lepton pair with momentum q, H 3 and H 4 represent detected final hadrons with momenta P 3 and P 4 , X represents any other states. We work in the center of mass frame of initial hadrons. In processes considered here, q is a hard, q 2 ≫ Λ 2 QCD . At leading power of Λ QCD /(q 2 ) 1/2 , P and barP are light like. Without loss of generality, we assume that P µ is collinear to the plus direction andP µ is collinear to the minus direction. We do not consider quantities dependent on q ⊥ in this paper. Thus one can integrate out q ⊥ in following discussion. For simplicity, we work in the Feynman gauge here.
A. Elastic scattering effects without interactions between spectators and active particles
In this subsection, we neglect interactions between spectators and active particles except for vertexes at which they are created and consider diagrams shown in Fig.1 . According to results in [26] , Glauber effects in these diagrams cancel out once integral over ∆p ⊥ = p ⊥ −p ⊥ is carried out. Instead of explicit calculations in [26] , we present a general proof here, which is independent of the form of the effective theory. The Diagrams shown in 1 can be written as, where T andT represent time order and anti-time order operators, J(x) represents the hard vertexes that annihilate active particles, O(x)(Ō(x)) represents the vertex that produce active particles and spectators from the initial particle P (P ), U (t 1 , t 2 ) represents the time evolution operator of the effective theory in the interaction picture. If we neglect interaction terms between active particle fields and spectator fields in the effective theory, then the effective action can be written as
where I a is the part of I ef f that describes propagation of active particles and interactions between them, I s is the part of I ef f that describes propagation of spectators and interactions between them. Interaction terms between active particle fields and spectator fields have been dropped in above decomposition. In this case, we have
where U a (t 1 , t 2 ) and U a (t 1 , t 2 ) represent the time evolution operator corresponding to I a and I s respectively. We consider the Wick contractions of fields in (18) . Fields in U s does not contrate with those in J as J is functional of active particle fields. We notice that energies of separators in Fig.1 flow out of the vertexes O andŌ. As a result, if there is a contraction between a field in O(Ō) and a field in U s , then the time coordinate of the field in O(x) should be smaller than that of the field in U s . Other wise the contraction does not contribute to (18) . We have,
We then consider evolution of the final state |pp under U s (∞, −∞). Elastic scattering processes between spectators exchanges transverse momenta, colors and angular momenta between these particles. Total momentum, color and angular momentum of these particles do not change in processes. Thus all possible pairs |pp with fixed total momenta, color and spin form the invariant subspace of U s given that one neglects inelastic scattering processes between spectators as in Fig.1 . That is,
where the summation is made over all possible color and angular momentum distributions of the pair pp with fixed total color and angular momentum, ∆p ⊥ is defined as,
Example of diagrams without coherence between spectators and active particles except for the vertex which creta spectators and active particles from initial particle .
We then have,
Thus elastic scattering effects between spectators cancel out in process inclusive enough given that interactions terms between spectators and other particles haven been dropped out of the effective theory as in Fig.1 . Such cancellation is independent of details of elastic scattering interactions between spectators. The cancelation can be generalized to effective theories with inelastic interactions involving spectators but without coherence between spectators and active particles. In this case, spectators may emission real final particles. Thus summation over all possible final states is necessary. That is, 
where the summation is made over all possible final particles, momentum, color and angular momentum distributions with fixed total momentum, color and angular momentum. Thus effects of interactions involving spectators cancel out in processes inclusive enough given that possible coherence between spectators and active particles haven been dropped out of the effective theory as in Fig.2 .
B. Cancellation of effects of interactions after the hard collision
For diagrams with interactions between spectators and active particles, like those shown in Fig.3 and their conjugations, the situation is more complicated. Let's consider the following quantity,
where H(q) represents the detected lepton pair or hadron pair with total momenta q, the summation is made over all possible final states. We see that H describes the hadronic part of the cross section. Generally speaking, there are interaction terms between active particles in the time evolution operator U (t 1 , t 2 ) and the factorization (20) does not work in this case. As in (18) , contraction between a field in O(Ō) and that in other operators occurs only if the time coordinate of the field in O(x) smaller than that of the field in other operators. Other wise the contraction does not contributes to H. Thus we can write H as
where the order between operators O andŌ does not affect the result as contractions between fields in them vanish. We notice that,
and have,
The summation in above quantity is made over all possible final states. As a result, completeness of the final states X and unitarity of the time evolution operator U (t 1 , t 2 ) require that
We have,
That is to say, interactions after the hard collision cancel out in the incisive quantity H. This is compatible with results in [2] [3] [4] . Especially, effects of couplings between Glauber gluons and particles produced by the hard vertex cancel out in H as these couplings occur after the time 0 or x 0 and x
C. Couplings between Glauber gluons and collinear particles in H(P,P , q
In this subsection, we consider couplings between Glauber gluons and collinear particles in H. We prove that effects of these couplings cancel out in H except for that the coupling is adjacent to the final cut or the hard vertex. Without loss of generality, we consider the coupling of a Glauber gluon to a particle collinear to the plus direction at an arbitrary point y. The points y and x(or 0) are connected through some propagators of particles collinear to plus direction. According to the form of these propagators in SCET,
we have,
where N (P + ) represents possible numerators in propagators of collinear particles,
for collinear quarks and
for collinear gluons in the Feyanman gauge. According to the relation (33) we have,
where we have made use of the fact
The coupling between a Glauber gluon and a particle collinear to the plus direction at y can be calculated through the Feynman diagram skill except for the constraint (36). We denote momenta of particles connecting to y as l i which flows in to y. We have,
That is to say, the coupling can be calculated through the Feynman diagram skill except for that one should make the substitution
for the δ-function corresponding to momenta conservation.
We can drop plus momentum of the Glauber gluon in the function δ( l + i ). Thus H can rely on plus momentum of the Glauber gluon only through its propagator, its other end and a possible regulator term which takes the form |q z | −η [26] . Propagators of the Glauber gluon is independent of its plus momentum and minus momenta. As a result, H can rely on plus momentum of the Glauber gluon only through its other end and a possible regulator term. In addition, H can rely on minus momentum of the Glauber gluon only through its other, the function
and a possible regulator term.
We then consider the other end of the Glauber gluon, which may be particles collinear to other directions or soft particles at leading power according to the power counting presented in Sec.II. In both cases, we can drop minus momentum of the Glauber gluon at that end. We conclude that, H can rely on minus momentum of the Glauber gluon only through the function
and a a possible regulator term. In addition, according to similar proofs in above paragraphs, H can rely on minus momentum of the Glauber gluon only through the function
We then rerun to the end of the Glauber gluon that connect to particles collinear to plus direction. The left hand side of the final cut relies on the terms,
and possible numerator terms. The right hand side of the of the final cut relies on the terms,
and possible numerator terms. The final cut involves δ-functions corresponding to on shell conditions, which can be written as,
where k µ i represents momentum of final particles collinear to plus direction. We consider a particle on the left of the final cut. We denote its momentum as l µ , which is collinear to plus direction. H relies on l − through the propagator of l µ and the two vertexes which l µ flows from and flows into. The propagator takes the form
where N (l) represents possible numerator term and is independent of l − . The two vertexes can be written as,
where we have dropped terms independent of l − . We can integrate out l − by taking the residue of the pole locating in the upper half plane. After this operation, we can make substitution
in remaining terms, where l µ i represents momenta of other particles connect to the vertex which l µ flow from. We have,
If there is a Glauber gluon in l i , momentum of which is denoted as l We have finished the proof of the declaration in the bingeing of this subsection.
Examples of diagrams with one Glauber gluon exchanged between spectators and one gluon exchanged between active particles and spectators.
FIG. 5. An example of diagrams with couplings between
Glauber gluons and soft gluons, which occur at vertexes adjacent to the final cut.
IV. ABSORPTION OF GLAUBER EFFECTS INTO WILSON LINES OF COLLINEAR AND SOFT GLUONS
In this section, we consider Glauber gluons exchanged between collinear particles. For simplicity, we neglect couplings between Glauber gluons and soft gluons in this paper. These couplings may cause diagrams of the type shown in Fig.5 , which is rather troublesome [31] . Some discussions about these couplings are presented in Sec.V. Effects of these couplings on soft collinear factorization will be studied explicitly in other works.
We consider Glauber gluons exchanged:(1) between spectators; (2) between spectators and active particles;(3) between actives particles. While considering the inclusive quantity H in (26), we prove that the spectator-spectator type Glauber effects cancel out and the active-spectator type and active-active type Glauber effects can be absorbed into Wilson lines of collinear gluons and soft gluons respectively.
A. Cancellation of Glauber exchanging between spectators in H
In this subsection, we prove that effects of Glauber gluons exchanged between spectator cancel out in H(P,P , q + , q − ). According to the result in last subsection, we only need to consider diagrams. one Glauber gluon which is exchanged between spectators and adjacent to the final cut. We first consider diagrams shown in Fig.4 and check the cancellation through explicit calculations. The first diagram in Fig.4 reads,
where we have dropped terms corresponding to interactions after max{x 0 , 0} as they cancel out in H, other common terms of diagrams in Fig.4 are not displayed explicitly. For the second diagram in Fig.4 , we have the similar result,
We then give general proofs of cancellation of diagrams with one Glauber which is exchanged between spectators and adjoin the final cut. Let us start from diagrams with the Glauber gluon on the left of final cut. We denote the momentum of the Glauber gluon as k. We choose one final particle collinear to plus direction which to k and denote its momentum as p. We also choose one collinear internal line coupling to k and p and denote its momentum as l.
We then make the decomposition,
For contribution of the first term in (55), we can integrate out p − by taking residue of the pole in the upper half plane and have, i
FIG. 6. Example of diagrams with Glauber gluons couple to collinear particles at vertexes adjacent to the final cut or hard vertex.
B. Glauber gluons exchanged between spectators and active particles
We consider effects of Glauber gluons exchanged between spectators and active particles in this subsection. In lowest order diagrams of such type, Glauber effects can be absorbed into collinear Wilson lines [26] . According to result in Sec.III C, Glauber gluons couple to collinear particles at vertexes adjacent to the final cut or hard vertex. Other wise, Glauber effects will cannel out in H. In addition, effects of couplings between Glauber gluons and final active particles cancel out in H as energy flow from the hard vertex to vertexes at which these couplings occur and these coupling occur at the time after the hard vertex. Thus Glauber gluons are exchanged between spectators and active partons of initial hadrons in relevant diagrams considered here. Couplings between Glauber gluons and spectators occur at vertexes adjacent to the final cut, while couplings between Glauber gluons and initial active particles occur at vertexes adjacent to the hard vertex.
An example of diagrams relevant to discussion in this subsection is shown in Fig.6 . Without loss of generality, we consider a Glauber gluon coupling to an active particle collinear to minus direction as shown in Fig.7 . We denote the momentum of the Glauber gluon as l, which is defined as flow into the vertex. We choose one of collinear internal line connecting the vertex to the hard vertex and denote its momentum ask ′ . Terms depend on l in such coupling can be written as
whereP is the momentum of the initial hadron collinear to the minus direction,p represents the total momentum of final spectators collinear to the minus direction, the ellipsis represents other possible momenta that flow intok. We then consider the integral over l + and have,
We see that the result is not affected by the substitution
in (61). That is to say, couplings between Glauber gluons and active particles eikonalize, which is the same as coupling between spectators and gluons collinear to other directions. Couplings between spectators and Glauber gluons behave like coupling between senators and collinear gluons in Glauber 0-bins. Thus effects of Glauber gluons exchanged between spectators and active particles can be absorbed into Wilson lines of collinear gluons. According to the iǫ term in the factor,
Coupling between a Glauber gluon and an active particle, spectators and other particles are not shown explicitly.
the Wilson line travels from −∞ to the point at which the hard collision occur. This is compatible with results in [4, 7] and related to the picture that effects of interactions after the hard collison cancel out in the object considered here.
C. Glauber gluons exchanged between active particles
We consider effects of Glauber gluons exchanged between active particles in this subsection. In lowest order diagrams of such type, Glauber effects can be absorbed into soft Wilson lines [26] . According to the result in Sec.III B, effects of couplings between and Glauber gluons cancel out in H. In addition, Glauber gluons couple to active particles at vertexes adjacent to the hard vertex. Other wise, Glauber effects will cannel out in H according to the result in Sec.III C. An example of diagrams relevant to discussion in this subsection is shown in Fig.6 .
According to results in (61) and (62), we see that couplings between Glauber gluons and active particles eikonalize. For Glauber gluons exchanged between active particles, the coupling eikonalize ar each end of Glauber gluons. This is the same as coupling between active particles and gluons collinear to other directions. Thus effects of Glauber gluons exchanged between active particles can be absorbed into soft Wilson lines. According to the iǫ term in the factor,
the Wilson line travels from −∞ to the hard vertex. This is compatible with the physical picture that effects of interactions after the hard collison cancel out in the object considered here. According to discussions in this section, we see that Glauber gluons couple to each initial active particle at most once and these couplings occur at vertexes adjacent to the hard vertex. Otherwise, Glauber effects will cannel out in the object considered here. It seems reasonable to believe that absorption of Glauber effects in to Wilson lines of collinear and soft gluons does not cause overlap between collinear Wilson lines and soft Wilson lines.
In conclusion, while considering the inclusive quantity H in (26) and neglecting couplings between Glauber gluons and soft gluons, we have proved that: (1) the spectator-spectator type Glauber effects cancel out;(2)the activespectator type Glauber effects can be absorbed into Wilson lines of collinear gluons;(3)the active-active type Glauber effects can be absorbed into Wilson lines of soft gluons.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We discuss Glauber gluon effects in hadron collisions in this paper. It is proved that effects of interactions after the hard collison cancel out in processes inclusive enough. After the cancellation, Glauber gluons couple to collinear particles only through vertexes adjacent to the final cut or hard vertex. While neglecting couplings between glauber gluons and soft particles, we have prove the cancellation of spectator-spectator type Glauber effects in processes considered here. It is proved that active-spectator and active-active type Glauber effects can be absorbed into collinear and soft Wilson lines travelling from −∞ to the hard vertex in processes considered here. These results are necessary for proofs of factorization theorem of processes considered here in SCET.
Regularization and subtraction scheme involving Glauber gluons are not discussed in this paper. We simply assume that the regularization and subtraction scheme in [26] is suitable for. That is to say, we assume that such scheme is compatible with power counting for different modes and does not cause double counting. In addition, we that such scheme does not affect the unitarity of the theory, which is crucial in our discussions. Our discussions in this paper is independent of the assumption once there are another suitable regularization and subtraction schemes involving Glauber gluons.
For electromagnetic processes like the Drell-Yan process, the result is stronger. In these processes, there are not QCD interactions between the lepton pair l + l − and undetected states X. Thus fila state QCD interactions do not change total momentum of the lepton pair. It is resonble to believe that effects of interactions after the hard collison do cancel out in these processes even if we do not make the integral over q ⊥ in (26) .
Couplings between Glauber gluons and soft particles may cause further difficulties in cancellation of spectatorspectator type Glauber effects and absorptions of active-spectator type Glauber effects into collinear Wilson lines. An example of troublesome diagram produced by these couplings is shown in Fig.5 . Couplings between Glauber gluons and soft particles behaves like final state interactions in Fig.5 . Thus it is reasonable to believe that cancellation occurs between the diagram in Fig.5 and other diagrams involving couplings between Glauber gluons and soft particles. However, more works on diagrams of this type and other diagrams involving couplings between Glauber gluons and soft particles are necessary.
